
PYROTEC PACKMARK

Pyrotec PackMark is our machinery division that off ers a comprehensive range of labelling, coding, print & apply labelling equipment and consumables. 
We exclusively supply the very latest hardware from international industry leaders Markem-Imaje, ALTech and Accraply Europe Ltd. as well as a selection 
of other brands.

Pyrotec Finance, a new entity in the Pyrotec PackMark stable, off ers a number of options to assist customers to purchase or replace their coding 
equipment.

Our end-to-end service covers every step in the process of procuring new coding or labelling equipment, from project management through to after-
sales technical support.

www.packmark.co.za

Primary, Secondary & Tertiary coding

Pyrotec PackMark supplies coding machines for an array of industries including: food, beverage, cosmetics, toiletries, 
pharmaceuticals, electrical, electronics, cables, tubes, profi les, amongst others.
The types of machines include: small and large character inkjets, lasers, thermal transfer coders, large character 
valvejets and print & apply coders.

Labelling 

Pyrotec PackMark supplies the following labelling systems: self-adhesive, print & apply, linear labelling systems, semi-
automatic labellers, entry-level self-adhesive labellers, labellers for cylindrical objects and hand labellers.

Software

Pyrotec PackMark off ers a wide range of innovative software applications which are dedicated to message design and 
printer network control while reducing packaging costs, optimising product coding activities and meeting regulatory 
compliance. CoLOS® software is compatible with all Pyrotec PackMark coders. Pyrotec PackMark customise software 
packages to your production needs.

Accessories & Spares

Pyrotec PackMark off ers a comprehensive range of accessories to meet your printing and labelling needs. Decades of 
experience ensure that you get the best quality accessories available, ensuring optimal performance for your printers 
and labellers.

Consumables

Pyrotec PackMark provides a full range of superior consumables based on sound research by chemists  based at our 
principals. These are manufactured specially to work best with the equipment ensuring durability and long-life.
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